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The concept

See list of Accessory furniture

See list of  
Accessory furniture

A clear language of forms, finely finished de-
tails, innovative materials and modern co-
lours: mell is a collection of expressive cha-
rismatic solo pieces with a strong character 
that nevertheless do not dominate. mell indi-
vidually develops its charm and emotionali-
ty in every living space and architectural en-
vironment, and embodies urbane modernity 
with its innovative designs. 

In mell, interlübke has combined its unique 
and inimitable lacquered surfaces with the 
finest materials from the natural and tech-
nological worlds. High-quality woods and 
genuine stones are contributed by nature; 
different colours, surfaces and structures 

create elegant tone in tone compositions 
with matt lacquer cabinets or accentuate 
fine highlights.

With its unobtrusive use of materials, the 
mell collection includes individually usab-
le sideboards, an elegant and stylish escri-
toire, floating wall elements for vertical or 
horizontal room structures and bed mo-
dels designed to match that are wrapped in 
high-quality fabrics and leather coverings. 

Design: Jehs+Laub
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Programme overviewProgramme overview

Sideboards with hinged doors and drawers (D 45.0)

H 75.0 x W 120.0

H 50.0 x W 210.0 H 50.0 x W 240.0

H 75.0 x W 60.0 H 75.0 x W 90.0 H 100.0 x W 60.0 H 100.0 x W 90.0 H 100.0 x W 120.0

H 75.0 x W 180.0

H 75.0 x W 240.0

H 75.0 x B 90.0 H 75.0 x W 120.0

H 75.0 x W 180.0

H 75.0 x W 240.0

H 100.0 x W 90.0 H 100.0 x W 90.0 H 100.0 x W 120.0

H 75.0 x W 180.0

H 50.0 x W 300.0

H 100.0 x W 180.0

Sideboards with sliding doors (D 45.0)

H 62.5 x W 180.0 H 62.5 x W 240.0

H 75.0 x W 180.0 H 75.0 x W 240.0

Bed sideboards

H 17.5 + 20.8 x W 60.0

Drawers can be positioned to the outer left or right.
The top drawers can be replaced by a flap.
  All sideboards including gliding-door sideboards can be implemented as room dividers.
A sideboard’s total height is calculated as follows: sideboard height + leg element (2.5 cm or 3.5 cm for gliding doors) 
or sideboard height + skid frame (13.3 cm or 20.8 cm).

Information on  
sideboards

H 75.0 x B 180.0
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Customising sideboardsCustomising sideboards

Page 8-11

Cover panels
- matt lacquer
- high-gloss lacquer
- different accent materials
- stone

Page 8-9

Handle strips
- chrome
- matt lacquer
- O86 stainless steel coloured
- O54 brass coloured
- O82 burnished 

Page 13

Stand and frame types
- floor based
-  staggered skid frame
- flush to skid frame
- wall-mounted

Page 8-9
 
Colours for 
body and front
- matt lacquer
- high-gloss lacquer

Sideboard model overview

Sideboards with hinged doors, gliding doors and drawers 
as wall models or room dividers

Page 4
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ColorsColors

M03 snow-white

M14 platinum

M29 fog

M21 anthracite

M22 onyx

M02 crystal-white

M06 alabaster

M23 shell

M24 flint-grey

M16 elephant

M08 greige

M36 mastic

M37 manor

M38 capparis

M39 cardamom

M40 masala

M49 rose quarz

M44 guave

M42 mallow

M41 burgundy

M80 laguna

M81 bahia

M82 atlantic

M83 navy

Matt lacquer

M13 aluminium metallic

M11 silver-grey metallic

M10 bronze metallic

M09 gold metallic

Matt lacquer metallic

M103 snow-white

M102 crystal-white

M121 anthracite

M122 onyx

High-gloss lacquers

Individual lacquer – 
without control sample 

Individual lacquer matt 

Order your custom colour as a matt 
lacquer based on the Caparol Icons, 
NCS, RAL and Sikkens colour fans.

interlübke processes the order without 
sending you a control sample. 

This rule only applies for matt lacquer, 
not neon or metallic colours.  

Except for colours with a high lumi-
nosity (neon) as well as metallic- and 
pearl effects. 

Customised lacquer matt 

Choose your colour on the basis of the 
Caparol Icons, NCS, RAL and Sikkens 
colour fans or your own sample (minimum 
size DIN A4). 

Customised lacquer high-gloss 

Choose your colour on the basis of the 
NCS, RAL and Sikkens colour fans. 
High-gloss colours – depending on 
colour – turn lighter or darker as in the 
NCS, RAL and Sikkens standard colour 
fans with semi-matt surfaces. We the-
refore recommend that you select the 
colour on the basis of high-gloss colour 
fans. You offer your discerning customer 
the greatest possible security to get the 
desired colour shade.

interlübke will produce the customised 
lacquer (matt and high-gloss) for you after 
approval of the control sample. 

Except for colours with a high luminosity 
(neon) as well as metallic- and pearl 
effects.

The delivery date is set once the sample 
has been approved.

For details about individual and customised lacquer, see page 2 of the price list.

Customised lacquer –
only with control sample

M2001 interblue

Color Match 2020

M41  burgundy

086 stainless steel coloured

054 brass coloured

Metal lacquers for handle strips and skid frames

082 burnished
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Accent materials
for cover panels

Accent materials
for cover panels

natural oak and natural walnut 

Classic woods in a natural and modern interpretation
Specialist, transparent water-based lacquers underscore the natural colouring of the wood. 
The composition of the veneer with streaks and broached crowns lends the wood something 
of a graphic impression which harmonises excellently with the puristic interlübke furniture.

quartz ash and agate ash

quartz ash and agate ash are woods which have been coordinated to the new interlübke 
colours and set elegant accents with their streaky and deep wood structures. Elegant tone-
in-tone compositions occur when quartz ash is combined with shell, mastic, flint-grey or 
manor, or agate ash is combined with flint-grey, atlantic, anthracite, bronze or gold metallic, 
for instance.

smoked pommele eucalyptus 

smoked pommele eucalyptus has rarity value, as the undulating of the fibres necessary for 
the “pommele” (derived from the French word for apples = pomme), does not generally oc-
cur on eucalyptus. The wood looks like a painted picture with brush strokes, the warm, dark 
brown, permanent colour of which is created by curing.  During the curing, the sugar in the 
wood turns brown. Depending on the sugar content, the shade of brown can therefore turn 
out to be somewhat lighter or darker.

bog oak

Oak logs that have been preserved in bogs for up to 8,500 years and that are discovered in 
dried out swamps are considered to be unique. This is supported by dendro-archaeological 
reports which are compiled for each of these rare logs. Over time, the tannin contained in the 
wood combines with the iron salts of the bog water, which causes the wood to gain its dark 
colour and to harden. Therefore the colours and structure vary from one log to the next. The 
veneers presented by interlübke at the imm 2018/2019, have been dated to the year 200 
BC. 

marble – Polished arabescato corchia

Almost no other material has such a history as a luxury good as marble does. And rightly so. 
With its dark structures and elegant shine, it sets impressive accents which come into their 
own particularly well with puristic furniture such as jorel. These days, marble is therefore a 
fixed part of current interior design. Yet this is also the case because every cover panel, with 
its lively and randomly distributed structures, is unique. 
If the supplied care product is applied to the surface several times before initial use and 
subsequently applied again at regular intervals, the high-quality material remains attractive 
on a long term basis. It only offers limited protection towards red wine and other acidic 
substances, however. These should therefore be cleaned off immediately.

limestone – Graphite brown patinato 

The name tells it own tale. Graphite brown patinato stands out due to its white crystallite 
lines which traverse the stone at irregular intervals.  Tectonic movements created cracks in 
the limestone millions of years ago which were filled with calcareous water. The white lime 
results in hard, crystalline strands which forge permanent connections with the limestone. 
That which applies to marble also applies to limestone. If the supplied care product is applied 
to the surface several times before initial use and subsequently applied again at regular in-
tervals, the high-quality material remains attractive on a long term basis. It only offers limited 
protection towards red wine and other acidic substances, however. These should therefore be 
cleaned off immediately.

granite – Polished infinity brown

Polished infinity brown granite lends every item of furniture impressive visuals. Millions of 
years ago, under conditions of high pressure and considerable heat, angular pieces of rock 
from different varieties of granite that arose due to tectonic movements combined with fine-
grained ground mass such as dark lava and light limestone to create an exceptionally hard 
stone. A stone which combines ideally with many of the new interlübke colours from snow-
white, to manor and onyx through to rose quartz. With regular use, the stone care product 
supplied as standard only provides limited protection against acidic substances, which 
should therefore be cleaned off as quickly as possible.

quartzite – Taj Mahal satin 

This gentle-coloured stone sets discreet accents and stands out due to its hardness, which 
exceeds that of the granite. In the case of this stone, considerable levels of heat and pressure 
have crystallised into soft sandstone before transforming into hard quartzite. With regular 
use, the stone care product supplied as standard only provides limited protection against 
acidic substances, which should therefore be cleaned off as quickly as possible.
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Stand and frame typesHandle strips

Flush skid frame for widths 60.0 / 90.0 / 120.0 cm,  
skid height 13.3 or 20.8 cm

Floor-based (as standard) with little leg elements,  
2.5 cm high for hinged doors and drawers, 3.5 cm high for gliding 
doors.

Several hinged doors arranged side by side have one type of handle strip.

Gliding doors have one type of handle strip.

Staggered skid frame for widths 180.0 / 240.0 /  
300.0 cm, skid height 13.3 cm

Wall-mounted Wall distance 0.7 cm.

A sideboard’s total height is calculated as 
follows: sideboard height + leg element 
(2.5 cm or 3.5 cm for gliding doors) or 
sideboard height + skid frame (13.3 cm or 
20.8 cm).

The handle strips can also be ordered in 
all matt lacquers such as O86 stainless 
steel coloured, O54 brass coloured and 
O82 burnished, without surcharge, in the 
background colour or as a  
colour accent.

O83 chrome grip profiles are standard.

Several drawers arranged side by side have one type of handle strip.
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Gliding doorsHinged doors, drawers and flaps

An optional model, fitted with two drawers, 
can be added as an expansion. This 
addition can be installed retroactively.

The gliding doors are 3.7 cm apart when 
opened.

Access to the upper compartment is 
reduced by 6.6 cm as a consequence of the 
gliding doors’ path of travel.

Sideboards with gliding doors must  
be secured to the wall and may not be 
implemented as room dividers.

Gliding doors are installed flush to the 
surface in a closed position.

One or more drawers from the top row can be replaced by  
a flap.

You can find an overview of the possible combinations of drawers 
and hinged doors on page 4.




